
Reading at Perry Hall

Reading widely feeds children's imagination
and at Perry Hall we actively promote wider

reading through exposure to a wide variety of
quality texts rich in vocabulary, inclusive and

contextually relevant to our diverse
community. Reading is an essential skill that

supports children's learning across the whole
curriculum. Our aspiration for each child is that

they leave Perry Hall as confident,
enthusiastic, independent and reflective

readers, so that they are ready for the next
stage in their educational journey as articulate

and literate individuals with a strong love of
reading. As a school, we ensure that our
children are taught to read with fluency,

accuracy and understanding through a variety
of discreet and cross-curricular learning

opportunities. Essentially, we want children to
enjoy reading. In order for our children to fulfil

their potential in reading we need as much
parental support as possible. 

“The more that you read, the more

things you will know. The more that

you learn, the more places you'll go.”

- Dr Seuss.

Did you know?
By reading for 20 minutes a day, you'll

read 1,800,000 words per year

Fascinating Fact
Children learn 4,000 to 12,000 new

words per year through reading 



“I'm wondering what

to read next”

- Roald Dahl 

At Perry Hall, there are many opportunities
for children to develop their love of

reading: every classroom has relevant and
current fiction books in the class library;

every two weeks, classes visit the school
library for access to non-fiction books;

children in Key Stage 1 have access to Bug
Club to read a variety of books online, 

 whilst children in Key Stage 2 have access
to Accelerated Reader and myOn to

develop their vocabulary, comprehension
and love of reading; our outdoor Reading

Nooks give children the opportunity to read
their own books or books provided for

pleasure during break times; our Reading
Ambassadors and Reading Buddies

promote a love of reading within the school
and our parent and carer Reading Team 
 regularly listen to children read. We are

also lucky to have Teddy, the Reading Dog,
who is a supportive and unconditional

listener to children when they read.
 

Did you know?

Children who read 1,000,000 words a year

are in the top 2% of reading achievement



 Children at Perry Hall recieve an eclectic mix of both curricular and extra-curricular reading
opportunities. Every day, our teachers share a book with their class to develop their love of

reading and broaden their vocabulary. The Travelling Book Fair visits bi-annually, where
children can browse the shelves and purchase their favourite fiction or non-fiction books.

DEAR (Drop Everything And Read), is also popular time of the week where at different times
and on different days, children will be able to pick up a book and simply read for pleasure.
The annual World Book Day celebration is a highlight of the year for our pupils, where the
have the opportunity dress up as their favourite book characters and enjoy books from a

wide variety of different authors. 
 

We also promote the role of good literature through drama and poetry, which are performed
by the children as well as through visits from professional theatre groups. With these

opportunities and the wide variety of stimuli, we aim to promote a life-long love of reading,
which will equip our pupils with the skills required to enter the world of work as articulate and

literate individuals in preparation for the challenges in the next chapter of their lives.
 
 
 

Reading is the gateway skill that
makes all other learning possible

- Barack Obama
 

Fascinating Fact

If you read just one book a day to your

child, they will have been read 1,825

books by their 5th birthday


